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Multipurpose MAX plastic trolley made up of a small grey plastic base with wheels Ø 100 mm, bumpers, 2 Rilsan coated
vertical frames, 2 central plastic baskets, 2 buckets 12 ltrs, one 120-litre bag holder, one plastic bag support, one Rilsan coated
wringer support, one Regular down-press wringer, 2  buckets 15 ltrs

Product

Ideal for a general cleaning which requires dusting, the collection of rubbish, wet mopping, surface cleaning: everything you need
in one single trolley.

Use

* Product made of recyclable polypropylene

* Quick assembling
* Rilsan coated vertical frames, strong and rust-proof
* Strong plastic base for supporting and carrying different tools on it and avoiding unpleasant dripping on the floor while cleaning it;
* Bag holder 120 ltrs with ergonomic push-bar;
* The bag holder is available in different versions:  120 ltrs, 2x60 ltrs and 40+80 ltrs.
* The plastic bag support can be vertically inserted into the specific slots of  the base of the trolley whenever it is not in use to
reduce the overall dimensions of the trolley itself.

* 12-litre buckets in different colours to carry different chemicals and the several cleaning tools and separate them if necessary.
* Plastic baskets useful for the transport of the cleaning tools.
* Two 15-litre buckets allow to separate the cleaning solution from rinse water for better cleaning results and hygiene, highly reducing
cross-contamination, saving water, cleaning solution and labour time and consequently minimum effort of the operator.
* Plastic down-press wringer ideal both for spring mops and our Speedy flat mops

Features

129

Dimensions
L=Length (Cm)

113H=Height (Cm)

67W=Width (Cm)

21,590Net weight/pc. (kg)

23,836Gross weight/Package (Kg)
0,264Volume/Package (m3)
1 pc. per box

Packaging

Material Base: Polypropylene copolymer

Buckets: Polypropylene copolymer

Technical Data
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Baskets: Polypropylene copolymer

Bag holder: Polypropylene copolymer

Bag holder support: Polypropylene copolymer

Vertical frames: steel tube Ø 22 mm - Rilsan coated

Wringer support: steel tube Ø 22 mm - Rilsan coated

Wheels: diameter 100 mm -  Nylon + Neoprene rubber with sheet-zinc support

Bumpers: polypropylene copolymer

Wringer: body made of polypropylene (for any further specific information, please, refer to our 
product sheet of art. no. 7004A)


